A (VERY THIN) MARKET FOR SOVEREIGN CONTROL
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These days, most states are franchulates . . . much too small to have anything like a jail, or even a judicial system.
—Neal Stephenson, Snow Crash¹

INTRODUCTION

The dystopian 1992 novel Snow Crash envisions a world in which nation-states have so dissolved that they lack territorial integrity in the modern sense. States are essentially franchisors, licensing sovereignty to small pockets of territory around the globe. Echoes of this fictional dystopia reverberate (surely unintentionally!) through A Market for Sovereign Control, Joseph Blocher and Mitu Gulati’s ambitious proposal that international law should facilitate compensated transfers of territorial sovereignty.² Blocher and Gulati do not have such a dystopian vision. To the contrary, they envision a global market in which wealthy, well-functioning states seek out regions poorly served by government, hoping to “provide citizens of . . . dissatisfied regions with an expectation of future flourishing . . .”³ The paradigmatic transaction would likely involve a disputed border region such as Kashmir, but the proposal contemplates the acquisition of any region, anywhere, as long as the region’s people approve. If the parent state
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has denied representation or equal treatment to people in the region, it cannot prevent the acquisition (but it may receive compensation). Thus Canada might buy, say, Washington, D.C., whether or not the United States wants to sell, if the treatment of D.C. residents by the United States constitutes a denial of representation.

*A Market for Sovereign Control* has important intellectual and practical ambitions, although it seems to me that these are somewhat in conflict. The intellectual ambition is to describe how international law might facilitate a welfare-enhancing market in which states compete to buy territorial sovereignty over regions. Blocher and Gulati stress that such a market might create incentives for good governance, adding that competition for “underperforming” regions “could improve democratic responsiveness and increase governments’ incentives to treat their citizens well.” This prospect serves as normative justification for a proposal that many will view with skepticism.

The pragmatic ambition is to harness the rules and institutions of international law to encourage the peaceful resolution of territorial disputes and to provide meaningful exit options to citizens disserved by government. To that end, *A Market for Sovereign Control* envisions both “friendly” and “hostile” transfers of sovereignty. In a “friendly” deal, a parent state voluntarily cedes control over a region in exchange for compensation negotiated ex ante. In a “hostile” deal, an acquiring state assumes sovereignty over the parent’s objection and pays compensation in an amount set ex post by auction or by a tribunal such as the International Court of Justice (ICJ). Hostile deals are allowed only when the parent state has “denied representation or equal treatment” to people in the region. There are important practical
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barriers, but *A Market for Sovereign Control* is primarily a thought experiment. It wants to persuade readers that international law *should* enable such transactions.

The conflict between these ambitions arises, in my view, from the fact that *A Market for Sovereign Control* devotes much of its intellectual energy to extolling the virtues of a market that almost certainly will not exist, and to a type of transaction that almost no one appears to want. As noted, Blocher and Gulati envision a market populated by willing and ideally competing buyers. They invite readers to imagine the governance benefits such a market might produce. For example, oppressive parent states would face a credible threat of losing valuable territory to “hostile” acquirers, and this might encourage better governance. Yet in all likelihood, there will be few buyers and almost never any competition. Among other reasons for this, modern states appear largely disinterested in the kind of transaction central to *A Market for Sovereign Control*. This is a “bundled” transaction in which the acquirer state obtains all of the rights, and assumes all of the obligations, of territorial sovereignty. But states already can contract for many of the benefits of sovereignty without assuming the obligation to govern, and the evidence strongly implies a preference for such unbundled transactions. The upshot is that, for most regions, there will simply be no buyers.

On the other hand, it is somewhat puzzling that *A Market for Sovereign Control* links its practical ambitions to the claim that international law can facilitate competition over “underperforming” regions. Indeed, even Blocher and Gulati seem ambivalent about the linkage. By the end of the article, they appear to concede that there will be few if any buyers in their market. Yet they insist that their
proposal can enable at least some welfare-maximizing transfers of sovereignty that would not otherwise occur. This is an important and worthwhile ambition. The difficulty is that, once willing buyers are removed from the picture, a different set of questions comes to the fore, which *A Market for Sovereign Control* spends relatively little time answering.

In the final section of this Response, I briefly discuss two of those questions. First, in the modern era, states almost never resolve territorial disputes through compensated transfers of sovereignty. The barriers are not legal, for international law does not forbid such transfers, and in fact there are many historical examples. So why would changes to international law make a difference? The question is especially apt for the category of “friendly” deals, for Blocher and Gulati propose to add an additional legal barrier by conditioning any deal on regional consent. Perhaps international law can reduce non-legal barriers? In a provocative but seemingly off-hand comment, Blocher and Gulati suggest that their proposed reforms might accomplish this by legitimizing compensated transfers of sovereignty. I am skeptical of the claim, but it is an important one that merits further inquiry.

Second, *A Market for Sovereign Control* describes how people in a dissatisfied region might want to buy independence. Despite my skepticism that there will be third-party buyers, there is clearly popular support for independence in many regions. Blocher and Gulati propose to expand the right to remedial secession now (arguably) recognized workable solution to actual problems, or at least illustrate a way forward.” Blocher & Gulati, *supra* note 2, at 843.
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by international law in cases of severe oppression by giving people in a region that has been denied representation or equal treatment the right to buy independence. For most regions, however, the right will be meaningless without access to substantial external financing, which will likely need to be provided on concessional terms. Where will this financing come from? Blocher and Gulati point to some possible sources, but largely defer discussion of this crucial issue.

I. TRANSACTIONS IN SOVEREIGNTY IN A VERY THIN MARKET

A Market for Sovereign Control acknowledges that voluntary transfers of sovereignty were relatively common in the past, and remain compatible with international law, but no longer take place. This presents a puzzle that I wish occupied a more central place in Blocher and Gulati’s discussion. It is hard to square the absence of voluntary transfers under existing law with claims that revisions to international law can produce “cross-border competition among governments,” prompt nations to “search for underperforming regions in other nations,” and facilitate a “market-driven competition” in which nations vie to provide non-residents with “an expectation of future flourishing.” Blocher and Gulati recognize this difficulty. They concede that there are barriers to negotiated transfers of sovereignty and, eventually, that their mechanism may be “rarely employed.” I think they are right to make the concession, and I only wish they took more seriously its implications for their conception of a “market” in sovereignty.

Political actors have many reasons to favor the acquisition of new territory. These include, among others, the desire to establish ports or
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military bases, to exploit natural resources, to increase the tax base, to eliminate regulatory and other barriers associated with sovereign borders, and even to relieve people with shared cultural or ethnic ties of oppressive conditions imposed by a foreign state. 28 Political actors also have many reasons not to want to govern new territory. These range from xenophobia to an understandable reluctance to assume responsibility for the welfare and security of millions of new citizens.29

Given these conflicting goals, it should be no surprise that states prefer to avoid bundled transactions in which the acquirer obtains the full benefits and obligations of sovereignty. It is quite routine, however, for states to contract—à la carte, as it were—for discrete rights, typically, though not necessarily, linked to territorial sovereignty. For example, states routinely contract for territorial rights by leasing land for embassies and military bases. They routinely contract for the rights to build infrastructure and to exploit natural resources outside their borders.30 Indeed, states can at least partially achieve almost any objective without assuming full sovereignty over territory. For example, a state can partially relieve oppressive conditions imposed on people in a foreign state simply by adopting looser immigration policies (at least if the oppressive government allows or cannot prevent emigration).31 None of these options is a perfect substitute for sovereignty, but each involves dramatically lower costs for the acquirer. Unbundled transactions are less costly for “sellers,” too. Political actors in the host state can pursue financial and diplomatic objectives without incurring the costs associated with an outright transfer of sovereignty.
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This is all fairly obvious, and certainly not news to Blocher and Gulati. They know that states commonly transact for discrete territorial and economic rights and indeed believe this widespread practice lends credence to their proposal: “[S]overeignty is already ‘for sale’ in various forms,” so what’s so radical about proposing rules to facilitate an outright transfer? It seems to me, however, that the ubiquity of unbundled transactions in sovereignty illustrates a key flaw in their account: there is almost no demand for bundled transactions. One reason is that, especially in the post-World War II world, a relatively robust legal infrastructure supports unbundled foreign investments. This includes treaties supporting international trade as well as multilateral treaties such as the New York Convention and the Washington Convention, which help assure the enforcement of arbitration agreements and awards. Likewise, the proliferation of bilateral investment treaties has given capital-exporting states assurance that their citizens’ foreign investments will be protected. In consequence, wealthy states can pursue economic and political objectives abroad—both directly and through proxies—without assuming full territorial sovereignty. Before World War II, the legal infrastructure supporting unbundled investments was much weaker, and this may partially explain why outright transfers of sovereignty were more common.

All of this implies that full transfers of sovereignty will be exceptionally rare, and confined to cases in which it is impossible, or prohibitively costly, to negotiate an unbundled transaction. This primarily means cases in which two (or, rarely, three) states dispute
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ownership of land itself, or the treatment of the people on it. The fact that states do not presently settle such disputes in this manner (despite this being permitted by international law) implies that these situations will be exceptionally rare. More fundamentally, to the extent that such settlements resemble transactions in a “market,” the conditions are those of a bilateral monopoly, not a competition in which multiple buyers “search for underperforming regions.” Perhaps a few regions will attract the interest of a buyer (in exceptional cases, two). For these regions, the possibility of a transfer of sovereignty (“friendly” or otherwise) may or may not improve governance. For most other regions, there will be no buyers at all.

II. ENCOURAGING TRADES; FINANCING INDEPENDENCE

The thought experiment central to A Market for Sovereign Control is important and worthwhile, as are the pragmatic ambitions that motivate it. Blocher and Gulati convincingly argue that transfers of sovereignty can enhance welfare and that international law should bestow greater exit rights on people who suffer from oppression or poor governance. In many respects, my critique is primarily about framing. The focus on competition and market-driven governance arguably distracts from more important questions about whether international law and institutions can mitigate other barriers—many of them non-legal—to welfare-enhancing border changes. In both friendly and hostile deals, the barriers include not only a lack of demand but extraordinarily high transaction costs. In the case of a region asserting the right to buy its independence, barriers include the
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lack of clear remedies if a parent state refuses to respect the right\textsuperscript{44} and difficulties in obtaining the necessary financing. I suspect that Blocher and Gulati have a great deal to say on these subjects. On several occasions, they drop tantalizing hints, two of which are especially worthy of further elaboration.

First, might changes to international law reduce the political costs associated with ceding or acquiring new territory? It is not hard to see why political actors might be reluctant to cede or acquire territory. Those in the parent nation risk looking weak or ineffectual. Those in the acquiring state risk looking colonialist (to people in the acquired region), triggering nativist sentiments (among current citizens), or otherwise provoking political opposition. Somewhat paradoxically, however, Blocher and Gulati suggest that their proposed requirement of regional consent might “encourage more transfers by legitimizing them.”\textsuperscript{45}

At first glance, the claim is surprising. International law derives legitimacy from consent. A rule attains the status of international law because states consent to it via treaty or because the rule describes a widespread practice that states perceive as obligatory.\textsuperscript{46} Because states will not consent to rules they view as illegitimate, it is more natural to say that international law follows from, rather than creates, perceptions of legitimacy. Blocher and Gulati propose the opposite pathway. The underlying notion is that articulation of a new rule of international law—here, a rule confirming that sovereignty may be transferred for a price but adding a requirement of regional consent—would make states more, rather than less, willing to transfer sovereignty. For instance, regional consent might allow political actors in the parent state to appear democratically accountable rather than ineffectual, and political actors in the acquiring state to appear benevolent rather than rapacious. This is plausible, though I remain skeptical. After all, modern states already can solicit regional consent before implementing a transfer of sovereignty, yet they do not do so. Still, the question is an important one. For instance, perhaps the political costs of this sort explain why there appear to be no buyers in the market for sovereign control. If international law can change the political calculus, this might change.
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A second set of questions relates to the mechanism for financing regional bids for independence. As Blocher and Gulati note, some relatively wealthy regions might prefer autonomy and have the financial resources to buy it; Catalonia comes to mind.47 For such regions, Blocher and Gulati’s proposal offers a pathway to independence—although only if the parent state consents or has denied representation or equal treatment to people in the region. I suspect, however, that most poorly governed regions would require massive amounts of external financing. A parent state’s failure to invest in citizen welfare and productivity would diminish regional economic prospects at least in the short term, so I doubt many oppressed regions could access sufficient capital at market rates. If that is so, then the right to secede would be meaningless unless the international community arranged for financing on concessional terms. The fact that secessionist movements will often involve some degree of violence or military conflict—and thus leave a seceding region with diminished economic prospects—will only increase the need for financial support.

Blocher and Gulati rightly point out that other states and international institutions have incentives to prevent violent secession and already devote tens of billions of dollars to development aid. Rather than “pay for military intervention or nation rebuilding,” why not provide financial backing to a region’s bid for independence?48 I am tempted to reply that, in the absence of a credible mechanism for enforcing the region’s right to secede, the international community will have to underwrite the region’s independence bid and provide concessional loans for nation-rebuilding. That is because many parent states will oppose secession, with force if necessary, so that “border-changing treaties” are likely to be preceded by a period of conflict.49 More generally, it is not clear to me that wealthy states have the political will to provide the substantial financial assistance necessary to make a poorly governed region’s threat to secede credible. To return to a theme central to my critique of A Market for Sovereign Control: without willing buyers or massive amounts of financial assistance, poorly governed regions cannot credibly threaten to prompt a transfer of sovereignty. In turn, oppressive regions will have no reason to govern better.

47. See Blocher & Gulati, supra note 2, at 839.
48. Id. at 815.
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CONCLUSION

As I have noted, my criticisms of A Market for Sovereign Control are largely about framing. Even if Blocher and Gulati’s thought experiment were feasible to implement, I am skeptical that it would materially improve incentives for good governance. But perhaps we should take their proposal not as they have framed it, but as an attempt to articulate one (of many) possible ways to facilitate exit by citizens who are poorly served by government. The authors have given this question a great deal of thought, and A Market for Sovereign Control represents, in some respects, their most ambitious proposal to date. Although I am not entirely persuaded by their thought experiment, I cannot deny that international law and institutions often fail precisely where they are needed most. Around the world, borders both physical and legal block people from finding safety or a path to a better life. Blocher and Gulati may not be able to remove the physical barriers, but they are right to question the legal ones.